
Mens League match report – Match 4 Division 2 Grangemouth 27 August 2016 

 

Well, I think I will just kick of this match report with – we did it! Not only did we attain 

our goal of promotion back into Division 1, but we also won the match this time around, 

despite being one athlete down. I have to say that this ranks as one of my best days in 

shorts so far. 

 

Weather wise we couldn’t have asked for nicer conditions, a healthy temperature of 

around 18c and hardly any wind in the air. However the conditions were slightly marred 

thanks to the rather ‘sweet’ smell being pumped into the air, particularly lingering on the 

back straight of the track by nearby recycling company, Veolia Ltd due to their recycling 

machinery. You guys rock! Thanks for saving the planet but making the day smell like a 

portable toilet after serving a harrowing weekend at T in The Park in the hot sun, you are 

living the dream lads!  

 

At this match we had the following athletes competing and the following officials kindly 

assisting, my grateful thanks to the officials as per usual. This time it was Pitreavie’s turn 

to be convening club, meaning we had to provide 2 officials, an individual to help the 

chairman with administration and a results runner to communicate results from the photo 

finish to the admin team. It was my first time in the team manager role when we were 

responsible for being the convening club, I have to say it felt like trying to organise a 

dinner party for Lord Elgin or similar, mainly due to the extra numbers required, rather 

than the usual 3 officials. Thankfully I managed to muster everyone together in the nick 

of time and we didn’t loose points for providing a steak knife instead of a fish knife, 

together with freshly laundered napkins for the main course. I think the calibre of those 

individuals commitment to the club as volunteers is reflected well in the description of 

fine dining implements, without which his lordship would be rather furious, or in the real 

word, the chairman of the league would penalise us heavily on points had they not been 

provided.   

 

Neil MacLachlan 10,000m  

Ben Potrykus 400m, 1500m, 400m relay 

Colin Lamont (V35) - 3000m steeplechase  

Steve Wallace (V55) – Hammer  

Tyler White (U20) – 3000m steeplechase, 10,000m 

Craig Moriarty (U20) – Long jump, pole vault, 400m, 100m and 4x100 relay  

Lewis McGuire (U20) – High jump 

Michael Tarnawsky (U20) – 100m, triple jump, discus, 4x100 and 4x400 relays  

Adam Johnston (U20) – Javelin, shot put, long jump, triple jump, 110mH  

Taylor Roy (U20) – 400mH, 110mH, 200m, 4x100m relay and 4x400m relay  

Cameron Sinclair (U20) – 400mH, 100m, 200m and 4x100 relay  

Evan Ross (U20) – Guest in 800m  

Struan Ross (U20) – Guest in 1500m  

Dylan Thomson (U17) Pole vault  

Ryan Woods (U17) High jump  

James Adam (U17) – 800m and 1500m  



Ben Grant (U17) – 800m and 400m relay  

 

Graham McDonald – time keeping  

Sylvia Wilson – time keeping  

Nadine Grant – track   

Michelle Riley – administration  

Sandra Ross / Nicola Moriarty – results running  

 

First up were the field events. Reliable competitors Dylan Thomson and Craig Moriarty 

took to the pole vault in the A and B string respectively.  Both vaulted the same height of 

3.80m, earning us 16 and 12 points with their 1st place positions.  

 

In the high jump, a regular competitor in the mens league, U20 athlete, Lewis McGuire 

jumped 2.00m giving us 1st place and 16 points. We also had a newcomer to this league 

match for the B string of the high jump, Ryan Woods (U17). After getting off to an 

understandably nervous start Ryan managed to clear a jump of 1.85m giving us 1st place 

and, a PB for him I believe. I sincerely hope the combination of Lewis and Ryan are 

going to be making regular appearances at the league in the future.  

 

In the long jump we had Adam Johnston (U20) competing in the A string, he jumped an 

impressive 6.25m securing 2nd place and 14 points, a very close one with the winner 

jumping 6.27m. In the B string we had Craig Moriarty, U20 athlete, jumping a winning 

5.95m and gaining us 12 points. Off to a great start so far.  

 

 
Craig and Adam proving that Pitreavie athletes can jump  

 

In the first track event of the day, the 400mH, Taylor Roy (U20) took to the A string and 

Cameron Sinclair (U20) took to the B string, despite 400m hurdles not being his familiar 

event. Taylor ran a very controlled race with a surge to the finish line in 61.40s giving us 

1st place and 16 points, a wise move in my opinion due to the number of events he was 

taking on through the day. Cameron continued to impress with his result of 64.43s, again 

giving us 1st place and 12 points. Adam Johnston took to the A string of the javelin, 

where he threw 26.52m, putting him in 3rd place and gaining us 12 points.  

 



 
Taylor Roy and Cameron Sinclair tearing into the 400mH  

 

Up next was the 800m, in this event Ben Grant U17, took to the A string with James 

Adam U17 taking to the B string. Ben pulled out an impressive PB of 1.58, giving us 2nd 

place and 14 points, Ben was up against a very experienced senior from Falkirk who won 

in 1.57. This is very encouraging for the future though with Ben being 16 years old and I 

hope he plans to stick around for a while. James Adam continued to impress with his time 

of 2.01 and he seemed to glide through this event with ease. This is another athlete I hope 

sticks around for the future and is able to be a regular competitor at next years league 

matches. Evan Ross took to the 800m too in a guest position, where he ran an impressive 

2.12, which was a PB for him, clearly the hard work is paying off for Mr Miler as I like 

to refer to him as and clearly he is going to be one to watch in the future. 

 

 
Ben Grant powering through with 100m to go and Evan Ross looking relaxed on his way to a PB  

 

The next track event was the 100m, with Craig Moriarty taking to the A string and U20, 

Michael Tarnawsky in the B string. Craig was up against a very competitive field, 

including one sprinter at commonwealth level, he managed to take 5th place and gain us 8 

points. Mike won his string in 11.72, earning us 12 points.  

 

Next up was the 3000m steeplechase with Tyler White (U20) taking to the A string and 

myself taking to the B string. This was Tyler’s first attempt at the 3000m distance and he 



pulled out an impressive time of 10.40 against a very packed race, giving him 3rd place 

and earning us 12 points. I came 3rd in my string which earned us 8 points.  

 

 
Tyler White looking tenacious, Colin Lamont appearing disinterested and lazy, also pictured Alistair 

Brockie of Corstorphine AAC shadow boxing in the water jump  

 

The next field event to take place was the triple jump, with Michael Tarnawsky taking to 

the A string and Adam Johnston taking to the B string Michael jumped 11.76m and 

Adam jumped 11.34m, earning 10 points each.  

 

Also on the field we had the hammer, with one of our long serving members, Steve 

Wallace (V55) taking part. Steve threw a distance of 21.71, earning us a much needed 8 

points. Some might not know this but Steve competed in the final league match for 

Pitreavie in 1992, exactly 25 years ago when the club first won division 1, I really hope 

he continues to turn up in the future to help us out, clearly he is someone for the younger 

members and older members such as Neil MacLachlan to aspire to.   

 

Back to the track we had the 110h with Taylor Roy taking to the A string and Adam 

Johnston taking to the B string. This was Taylor’s first competition at adult height and I 

believe Adam has not done any hurdling for a number of years. Taylor powered through 

the event in 15.96s and Adam in 21.17s, well within the standard for points and a first 

place result for both, 16 and 12 points respectively in an event which has been very 

difficult to fill in the league this year.  

 

In the 400m Ben Potrykus took to the A string to win the event in an impressive 51.84s 

and gain us 16 points. Craig Moriarty took to the B string, where he gained us 10 points 

in second place with 53.55s, I have to say with an impressive surge during the last 100m.  

 

Next up was the 1500m, James Adam took to the A string and Ben Potrykus took to the B 

string. James came home in 4.31, still feeling the effects from his impressive 800m 

earlier, earning us 6 points. Ben came in with 4.38, earning us 8 points, Ben did make it 

clear to me though that he wished to conserve his efforts for the 400 relay later in the day 

and was also feeling the effects of a successful and very busy season. We also had Struan 

Ross (U17) running in the 1500m in a guest place, where he ran a very controlled 4.42, 

which was a PB for him, a great day out for the Ross family and their mother Sandra who 

helped a great deal with results running. I must admit though I do feel that Struan has the 



look and technique of a good 5000m runner for next year, keep up the long runs and the 

hard work chap!  

 

 
Struan Ross on his way to a PB  

 

The shot put was up next on the field with Adam Johnston taking to the A string. Adam 

managed a distance of 7.54m, gaining us 5 points. This is another event Adam has not 

done for a number of years too so well done on pitching up.  

 

In the 200m, Cameron Sinclair took to the A string and Taylor Roy to the B string. 

Cameron was up against a very competitive field in his string, however in keeping with 

his recent performances gained 3rd place in 23.18s gaining 12 points, Taylor had a similar 

performance in the 200m with 23.62, bringing him home in 1st place and gaining us 12 

points.  

 

 
Taylor Roy powering home  

 

Next up on the track was the 10,000m, where Tyler White took to the A string and Neil 

MacLachlan to the B string, this was a very busy race for division 2, unlike last year. I 

have to admit Tyler taking part in this after doing a 3000m steeplechase was today’s icing 

on the cake for being an example of club spirit, together with other’s doing events they 

don’t normally take part in. This was also Tyler’s first time at this distance and he came 

home in 36.13, a healthy line in the sand for bettering next time and earning us 6 points. 

The past 2 years have been very difficult for Neil with injury, however all the rebuilding 

in the right places has paid off and he came home in 37.44, earning us 6 points also. 



Personally though I think the ‘happy birthday’ paper water cups which I provided for 

them during the race played a part in their performance.  

 

The final field event of the day was the discus, where Michael Tarnawsky took to the 

field. Not one of Michael’s usual events, however he managed to obtain a distance of 

20.37m, well within the standard for points and earning us 8.  

 

Next up was the 4x100m and 4x400m relays. Michael, Craig, Cameron and Taylor took 

to the 4x100 relay. Bringing Pitreavie home in 45.01 and gaining us 16 points. In the 

4x400 relay we had Michael, Ben Potrykus, Ben Grant and Taylor Roy, the team took us 

home in 2nd place against Falkirk in 3.28, earning us 14 points. The athletes who took 

part in the relays should be commended again for the performance they put in here, it has 

been a great year for Pitreavie in the relay events.   

 

The wait for end results was quite tense, however the administration team have to do their 

job and ensure the points are tallied up correctly. I opted to bury my head in the sand for 

the entire match and just wait until the end to hear how the club was doing.  

 

 
Neil looking worried that he left the grill switched on before he left home or something  

 

The end result for this match was 1st place for Pitreavie and 2nd overall on total points, 

meaning we are through to division 1 for next year. If Michael Mellon had managed to 

turn up then the team would have been truly unstoppable.  

 

I cannot thank everybody enough for turning up at this last match and for others 

contributing to previous matches. We clearly have potential to make a dent in division 1 

with what we have and with athletes coming up through the ranks I feel we could see 

another division 1 win in the future, something I am sure Steve Wallace would love to be 

instrumental in again.  

 

The coaches of the athletes involved should be commended highly for the infectious team 

spirit they have instilled into their athletes too, the encouragement towards others 

displayed here was on par with Inverclyde AC’s team spirit in my opinion.  

 



Finally men of the match goes to the following, based on points from all events including 

points obtained in the relay.  

 

Veteran athlete – A tie between myself and Steve but I feel Steve should pick this up.  

Senior athlete – Ben Potrykus   

U20 athlete – Adam Johnston   

U17 athlete – James Adam and Ben Grant  

Comedian of the match – Michael Tarnawsky      

 

Thank you once again and see you all next year if I get trusted with the keys to the mens 

league motocycle. Now onto cross country, looking forward to pinning on my number, 

racing and then going home!  

 

Any views about Veolia Ltd’s aroma are my own, not those of Pitreavie AAC and are 

stated entirely without prejudice to anything that might get me in bother mi’lord.   

 

Colin Lamont, team manager  

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


